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Abstract: Optical constants of organic thin films can be evaluated using the Lorentz oscillator
model (LOM) which fails to fit inhomogeneously broadened absorption of highly concentrated
molecular films. In modified LOM (MLOM), the inhomogeneous broadening is implemented
through a frequency-dependent adjustable broadening function. In this work, we evaluate the
optical constants of rhodamine 6G doped poly-vinyl alcohol thin films with varying doping
concentration (including also extensively high concentrations) using MLOM, which outperforms
LOM by showing a better agreement with the experimental results. Our proposed method
provides a way to accurately determine optical constants of isotropic organic thin films only from
their absorption spectra without spectroscopic ellipsometry.

© 2022 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Organic thin films are popular in photovoltaics [1–3] and optoelectronics [4–6] due to their
compatibility with cost-effective synthesis procedures and large-scale manufacturing techniques
on flexible substrates [1,2]. Such thin films usually consist of a polymer matrix doped with
photoactive organic molecules (e.g. dyes) acting as Frenkel excitons [7]. These dye-doped thin
films have potential applications in resonant nanophotonics [8–10] and their excitonic properties
[7,11] can be used for enhancing light-matter coupling within the optical devices [12,13] even to
a limit of strong coupling [10,14–17].

Optimal design of novel excitonic devices based on dye-doped organic thin films requires
precise modeling of the local excitonic absorption bands manifested in those thin films [5–13].
Such modeling, however, often becomes challenging due to a lack of accurate information on
the optical constants of the thin solid films, i.e., their wavelength-dependent complex refractive
index and complex dielectric function. Usually these optical constants can be evaluated over the
spectral region of interest using a spectral fitting involving a suitable dispersion relation [18,19].
In such fitting method, the experimental reflection, transmission and absorption spectra of the
films are fitted by the corresponding theoretically calculated ones using a least squares fitting
procedure where the theoretical calculation uses the optical constants derived from the dispersion
model [18]. Here, a pointwise optimization approach is employed, in which an objective function
representing the degree of dissimilarity between the experimental and the theoretical spectra is
minimized at all spectral points under reasonable physical constraints to attain proper accuracy
in the optical constant values [18–21].

The choice of dispersion model plays a key role in the spectral fitting. The absorption of
an organic solid, for example, the local excitonic absorption band of a dye-doped polymer
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film ideally should follow a Lorentzian profile [19] and hence, the corresponding dielectric
function can be modelled via Lorentz oscillator model (LOM) [22,23]. The LOM provides lowest
number of fitting parameters and inherent consistency with the Kramers-Kronig relation. The
damping factor in LOM is a measure of the linewidth of the Lorentzian shaped absorption band
and considered as a constant resulting from both the homogeneous broadening intrinsic to any
molecular system [18,19,23], as well as lifetime broadening.

However, in the case of a highly concentrated molecular film, the system is an ensemble of
numerous molecules doped in a polymeric medium. Increasing the doping concentration of
such dye-doped polymer films usually results in significant changes in their absorption spectra
[14,24]. This is because the system shifts away from the above-mentioned ideal case resulting
in an inhomogeneously broadened absorption profile which does not follow a true Lorentzian
or pure Gaussian shape [19,24–27]. Several factors are responsible for this inhomogeneous
broadening such as formation of molecular aggregates, vibrational transitions accompanied with
the electronic transitions, polycrystallinity of the doped film, and interaction of dye molecules with
their polymeric surrounding having impurities/defects to name few [19,25–29]. The situation
is too complicated to be fully determined from an experimental absorption spectrum since
exact contributions from the different factors of inhomogeneity are unknown. Hence, LOM
fails to extract the accurate dielectric function from an inhomogeneously broadened absorption
[19,25–27].

This issue can be addressed by incorporating modifications in LOM such as – either using a
higher number of oscillators [25] or using Gaussian/Voigt profiles to fit the absorption lineshape
via convolution/superposition of (one or more) Lorentzian and Gaussian functions [24,27].
However, neither of these approaches are numerically optimal. Use of a higher number of
oscillators involves a higher number of fitting parameters which makes the spectral fitting more
complex and less meaningful for interpretation. On the other hand, Gaussian/Voigt functions may
provide better fit to the absorption profile, but they lack analytically closed form and unlike LOM,
there is no simple straightforward way to calculate the dielectric function from them [19,25].

Kim et al. [26] proposed a clever modification in LOM to overcome these shortcomings by
including a spectrally dependent damping term working as an adjustable broadening function
(ABF) [19,25,26]. The ABF includes two constant key parameters – the Lorentzian damping
factor (γ) and an adjustable broadening parameter (α), and it is generalized for any arbitrary
lineshape. This modified Lorentz oscillator model (MLOM) maintains an analytically closed
form and hence, provides a simple straightforward way to calculate the dielectric function like
LOM while it allows to fit any arbitrary broadening beyond the Lorentzian shape. For certain
values of α, one can mimic the conventional spectral profiles, i.e., Lorentzian (α = 0), Gaussian
(α = 0.3), and Voigt (0<α<0.3) as well as most asymmetric/inhomogeneous lineshapes (α>0.3)
[19,25,26]. Since inhomogeneous broadening does not necessarily always result in Gaussian or
Voigt profile but can take any arbitrary complex form [24,27–29], the incorporation of ABF in
LOM is an efficient way to fit any arbitrary absorption lineshape and extract optical constants
from it using minimal amount of fitting parameters. Consequently, MLOM provides better
agreement with the experimental results compared to the conventional LOM [19,25].

Since the MLOM provides more realistic model, it can be used to calculate accurate absorption
band which is then fitted with the measured one, by using the constants of the MLOM as the
fitting parameters. This way MLOM enables accurate determination of optical constants of an
organic thin film from its absorption band alone. By this method one can avoid the spectroscopic
ellipsometry (SE) [30], which is usually needed for determination of the optical constants and
often tricky to perform [18]. That is because SE is extremely sensitive to the quality of sample
surface, type of substrate material, contamination [18,31], and because of this often requires
assistance from other techniques such as surface plasmon spectroscopy to attain better accuracy
[32].
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In this work, we propose a straightforward method to determine the optical constants of
the isotropic organic thin films only from their absorption spectra. We evaluate the optical
constants of rhodamine 6G (R6G) doped poly-vinyl alcohol (PVA) thin films with varying doping
concentration (including also extensively high concentrations) from their experimental absorption
using MLOM. The transfer-matrix method (TMM) [33–36] implemented in MATLAB [37]
is used to calculate the theoretical absorption of the R6G films, which is further used to fit
the experimental data using a least squares fitting method along with a pointwise optimization
technique. Our proposed method outperforms the conventional LOM by yielding a better
agreement with the experimental results, and avoids the need of ellipsometry. Our findings
provide a way to model the local excitonic absorption bands of the isotropic organic thin films,
using their evaluated optical constants, which is crucial for designing novel excitonic nanodevices.

2. Theory

The dispersive and complex dielectric function (ϵ) of a material can be described as

ϵ(E) = ϵ1(E) + iϵ2(E), (1)

where E is the energy [19,25]. In LOM, the real (ϵ1) and imaginary (ϵ2) parts of the dielectric
function are expressed as

ϵ1(E) = ϵ∞ +
∑︂

j

fjE2
j (E

2
j − E2)

(E2
j − E2)2 + E2γ2

j
, (2)

ϵ2(E) =
∑︂

j

fjE2
j Eγj

(E2
j − E2)2 + E2γ2

j
, (3)

where j = 0, 1, 2. . . is the number of material resonances (transitions) with the resonant energy
Ej, oscillator strength fj, and damping rate γj [8,19,25], while ϵ∞ represents the background
dielectric constant within the exciton-energy region [14,38].

The corresponding real (n) and imaginary (k) parts of the refractive index (N) are

n(E) =

⌜⃓⎷√︂
ϵ21 (E) + ϵ

2
2 (E) + ϵ1(E)

2
, (4)

k(E) =

⌜⃓⎷√︂
ϵ21 (E) + ϵ

2
2 (E) − ϵ1(E)

2
, (5)

and
N(E) = n(E) + ik(E), (6)

in their dispersive and complex form [19,25].
The LOM, i.e., Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), considers an ideal case where the damping rate (γj) is

constant and consequently, the material resonances show homogeneous (Lorentzian) broadening
where the resonance linewidth symmetrically broadens on both sides of the resonance peak
energy (Ej) [22,23]. In the case of inhomogeneous broadening, the resonance lineshape for
most of the time inherits Gaussian broadening or Voigt lineshape when combined with the
homogeneous Lorentzian broadening [24,27]. Even higher inhomogeneous broadening usually
results in asymmetric lineshapes with respect to the resonance peak (Ej) [19,24–29]. Therefore,
the damping term has to be adjustable, i.e., frequency-dependent, to become adaptive for such
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arbitrary broadening [19,25,26]. To implement the inhomogeneity in the resonance linewidth
Kim et al. [26] proposed an adjustable broadening function (γ′j ) considered as

γ
′

j (E) = γj exp

[︄
−αj

(︃
E − Ej

γj

)︃2
]︄

, (7)

where αj is the adjustable broadening parameter associated with the material resonance j.
Replacement of the damping rate γj in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) by the frequency-dependent adjustable
broadening function γ′j will form the MLOM, which reduces to LOM for αj = 0 and can mimic
any arbitrary lineshapes for αj>0 [19,25,26].

In the spectral fitting, the fitting parameters (fj, Ej, γj and αj) are optimized by minimizing an
objective function (Θ) defined as

Θ =
∑︂

E

[︁
Aexp(E) − ATMM(E)

]︁2 , (8)

where Aexp and ATMM are the experimental and the TMM simulated absorption, respectively
[20,21], calculated from the reflection (R) and the transmission (T) as A = 1 − R − T.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Sample fabrication

Four R6G doped PVA films were fabricated with increasing R6G concentration on top of high
optical quality BK7 glass substrates (Präzisions Glas and Optik GmbH, dimension: 15× 15 mm2,
thickness: 1 mm, surface roughness: ±0.10 mm). Also a bare PVA film without R6G doping was
made as a reference sample. The substrates were cleaned by isopropanol and blown by nitrogen
for drying. The R6G:PVA and bare PVA films were spin-coated on top of the clean substrates
and hardened by baking for 3 min on a hot plate at 95 ◦C. The PVA crystals (Sigma-Aldrich,
Hydrolyzed: 89%, CAS Number: 9002-89-5, Molecular Weight: 186) were dissolved in Millipore
water at 90 ◦C to make a 10 wt% aqueous solution of PVA. The spin solutions were prepared
by dissolving the required amount of solid R6G powder (ACROS Organics, Purity: 99%, CAS
Number: 989-38-8, Molecular Weight: 479.017) in Millipore water and ethanol, and mixing
that with 10 wt% aqueous solution of PVA to attain the target concentrations, i.e., 0.2 mol/L, 0.6
mol/L, 1.7 mol/L, and 5.2 mol/L. The KLA Tencor P-15 Profilometer was used for thickness
characterization of the fabricated films and the recorded thicknesses were ∼ 125 nm for all films.
The profilometer data for one of our sample is reported in Appendix (Fig. 9).

3.2. Optical measurements

Steady-state reflection and transmission spectra of the fabricated films at a near-normal angle of
incidence (10◦) were measured in a custom-made optical setup where a white light source (Oriel
66182) was used for the excitation. The films were kept at the rotation axis of a goniometric
stage facing the pseudo-collimated excitation light. The excitation was coming through a prism
polarizer with the polarization axis perpendicular to the rotation plane. The excitation spot size
on the sample surface was about 2 mm. The angle of incidence was adjusted manually by rotating
the goniometric stage. The reflected and transmitted spectra of the films were collected using a
fiber coupler assembly (ThorLabs F220SMA-A, f = 10.90 mm, NA = 0.25) connected to a fiber
optic bundle (ThorLabs, model: BFL200HS02, 250 to 1200 nm, round to linear bundle, 7 × 200
µm core fibers, high-OH, SMA). The collected light was guided to a spectrometer consisting of a
monochromator (Acton monochromator SP2150i, slit size: 100 µm, grating: 150 grooves/mm
blazed at 500 nm) and CCD (Andor IVAC CCD DR-324B-FI, pixel size: 16 × 16 µm2), and the
spectra were recorded in ASCII format.
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3.3. TMM simulation and spectral fitting

The experimental absorption (Aexp) of the R6G films was background corrected by subtracting
the absorption of the reference sample (bare PVA film on BK7 glass) and in accordance with
that, the R6G layers were considered in semi-infinite air in TMM simulation. The spectral fitting
allowed an initial guess and two physical constraints, i.e., an upper and a lower bound for each
fitting parameter. The initial guesses were fed to the MLOM to generate the initial values of n
and k, which were used afterwards in TMM to calculate ATMM and thereby, Θ. An optimization
algorithm for finding the minimum of a constrained nonlinear multivariable function [39], as
implemented in MATLAB, was employed to minimize Θ while the fitting parameters were
allowed to vary between the upper and the lower bounds. The initial guesses and the physical
constraints were estimated from a standard Voigt fit [40] on Aexp so that the fitting parameters
can vary within a physically meaningful range.

4. Results and discussions

As explained earlier, the inhomogeneous broadening in the absorption of organic thin films can
have various reasons and exact contributions from those different factors of inhomogeneity are
impossible to know beforehand [19,25,27,29]. Therefore, application of an ABF via MLOM is a
convenient way to fit such broadened and asymmetric spectra. The MLOM not only offers a
quick and simple evaluation of optical constants from an experimental absorption spectrum but
also provides a generalized model for all kinds of broadenings (Lorentzian, Gaussian, Voigt, and
beyond) through the variation of an adjustable broadening parameter (αj) [19,25,26].

To develop an insight on this adjustable broadening mechanism, we consider a single-oscillator
MLOM framework representing material model for an organic thin film in a generic way. All the
common parameters between LOM and MLOM are kept as constant, i.e., f0 = 0.03, γ0 = 0.15
eV, E0 = 2.3 eV, and ϵ∞ = 2.25 while the adjustable broadening parameter (α0) is varied, i.e.,
α0 = 0, 0.15, 0.3, 3. The optical constants are calculated using Eqs. (1–7) and subsequently used
in TMM to simulate the corresponding absorption profiles. The simulated spectra are plotted in
Fig. 1 along with the associated ABF in inset.
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Fig. 1. MLOM/TMM simulated absorption spectra of a dye-doped polymer film for
different values of adjustable broadening parameter (α0). In the inset, spectral evolution of
the corresponding adjustable broadening function is plotted. The other MLOM parameters
are kept constant as f0 = 0.03, γ0 = 0.15 eV, E0 = 2.3 eV, and ϵ∞ = 2.25.
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In the figure, α0 = 0 represents the true Lorentzian broadening while α0 = 0.15 and α0 = 0.3
show the shift from that ideal case towards Gaussian profiles via Voigt. It is evident that using only
one oscillator with such small values of α0 (i.e. Lorentzian/Gaussian/Voigt) is often not sufficient
to fit absorption of organic films where electronic transitions are accompanied by many vibrational
responses and usually multi-oscillator approaches or convolution of non-Lorentzian functions are
needed [24,25,27]. However, for larger values of α0, like α0 = 3, the absorption shows a flat
and broad peak frequently observed in the absorption of highly concentrated molecular films
as we will see in our experimental finding also. The associated changes in ABF (figure inset)
clearly show the adaptive nature of the frequency-dependent damping since all the curves (except
α0 = 0) show different degrees of spectral variation with varying α0. Such adaptive broadening is
essential to fit absorption of organic films possessing unintuitive sharp and subtle changes in their
spectra. Therefore, the MLOM provides a much quicker, simpler and straightforward pathway
to fit absorption of organic films with any arbitrary lineshape compared to the numerically
cumbersome conventional methods (multi-oscillator/convolution of non-Lorentzians).

Before presenting our findings it is important to discuss our MLOM/TMM fitting procedure
depicted as a flowchart in Fig. 2. The spectral fitting starts with assigning four fitting parameters
(fj, Ej, γj and αj) as initial guesses. The initial guesses are fed to the MLOM to generate the
initial values of n and k, which are then used in TMM to calculate ATMM. An objective function
(Θ) is employed along with the experimental absorption (Aexp) to quantify the accuracy of the
fit and hence, the goal is to minimize Θ. An optimization algorithm [39] is employed for that
purpose and during the optimization, the values of each fitting parameter is allowed to vary only
between its corresponding physical constraints, i.e., an upper and a lower bound. The initial
guesses and the physical constraints are estimated from a standard Voigt fit [40] on Aexp so that
the fitting parameters can vary within a feasible range compatible with the experimental reality.
The exit condition of the optimization is met when the minimal value for Θ is achieved, which in
practice means that the change of the value between the consecutive iterations is smaller than the
predefined error tolerance. The associated optimal parameters, i.e., optimal values of fj, Ej, γj
and αj are then used to calculate the optical constants using Eqs. (1–7).

It should be noted here that our choice for a Voigt fit to estimate the initial guesses and
the physical constraints is merely our chosen approach and our MLOM fitting method is not
limited to any specific method for evaluation of those initial starting values. However, proper
choice of constraints, i.e., the upper and the lower bounds is very important for multiple
reasons. First of all, without suitable constraints, the optimization algorithm can converge into a
physically meaningless solution with unrealistic fitting parameter values. Moreover, poor choice
of constraints can make MLOM even invalid since for very large values of αj, MLOM shows
limitations by being inconsistent with the Kramers-Kronig relation and by producing splitting of
single peaks which are unrealistic in nature [25].

Next we apply the method to a real experimental data as an example. The absorption spectra
of the R6G films covering the spectral range of the local excitonic band of interest (i.e. 460 nm -
590 nm) are depicted in Fig. 3. In the figure, the experimental spectra (Aexp) are very slightly
smoothed just to remove the excess noise and clarify the figure. The simulated absorption
profiles are computed by TMM using the optical constants calculated from LOM (ATMM(LOM))
and MLOM (ATMM(MLOM)) with identical initial guesses and physical constraints (except those
absent in LOM) for each concentration.

Two Lorentz oscillators are employed in LOM and MLOM to implement the R6G absorption
having a molecular resonance (∼ 540 nm, j = 1) and a vibronic shoulder (∼ 503 nm, j = 2) at
the blue side [24,41]. The amplitudes, the full widths at half maxima (FWHM) and the peak
positions of the absorption bands present in the Voigt fit are used as initial guesses for fj, γj and
Ej, respectively. The initial guesses for αj are estimated from the ratio between the Gaussian
widths and the Lorentzian widths used in the Voigt fit while the non-resonant background within
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the MLOM/TMM spectral fitting procedure.
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Fig. 3. Absorption profiles of the R6G films in the spectral range of the local excitonic
band of interest for target concentrations: (a) 0.2 mol/L, (b) 0.6 mol/L, (c) 1.7 mol/L
and (d) 5.2 mol/L. In the figure, ATMM(LOM) and ATMM(MLOM) represent the absorption
profiles computed by TMM using the optical constants calculated from LOM and MLOM,
respectively, while Aexp depicts the experimental (smoothed) absorption spectra.
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the exciton-energy region is considered as the dielectric constant of PVA, i.e., ϵ∞ = 2.25 [38,42].
The initial guesses and the upper/lower bounds used for fitting the absorption of the four R6G
films are listed in Table 1 (see Appendix).

From Fig. 3 one can clearly see that the spectral shape of film absorption changed significantly
with increasing target concentration of R6G. For the lowest concentration (0.2 mol/L), the main
peak (∼ 540 nm) is showing higher absorption compared to the vibronic shoulder (∼ 503 nm) as
can be seen in Fig. 3(a). However, with increasing concentration, the vibronic shoulder gets more
and more dominant in absorption and becoming a peak of its own as one can see in Figs. 3(b)
and 3(c). The linewidths also broaden for both peaks (∼ 540 nm and ∼ 503 nm) with increasing
concentration. Finally, for the highest concentration (5.2 mol/L), the absorption spectrum evolves
into a flat top profile as shown in Fig. 3(d). That is because the rise in the absorption of the main
peak is relatively less significant compared to that of the vibronic shoulder when concentration is
increased. The broadening of both peaks further accelerates the merging of two separate peaks
into a flat and wide spectral profile. Absorbance of dye molecules is linearly proportional with
the molecular concentration and at high concentration, different intermolecular interactions (not
limited to aggregation) can have different contributions leading to an inhomogeneous broadening
of the absorption profile. Therefore, our observed changes (hike in absorbance and broadening)
in the absorption due to the increase in concentration are consistent with the known effects of
molecular systems reported earlier [14,24].

Considering the fact that spectral evolution of the two peaks is different when concentration
is varied, we employed LOM and MLOM fitting (with identical initial guesses and physical
constraints) on the experimental absorption spectra. It is evident from the figure that for all
concentrations, ATMM(MLOM) outperforms ATMM(LOM) by providing a better agreement with
Aexp. Such finding clearly indicates that an increase in the molecular concentration results in
the excitonic absorption bands, which are neither a true Lorentzian nor a pure Gaussian [19],
and therefore, utilizing the frequency-dependent inhomogeneous broadening function is the only
way to fit such absorption profiles as shown by our MLOM fitting. A quantitative picture of our
finding is depicted in Fig. 4 where the values of Θ for each cases are reported (in log10 scale for
better visualization) as a function of R6G concentration. It further confirms the superiority of
MLOM over LOM in terms of minimal Θ. However, in both LOM and MLOM, the value of Θ is
increasing with increasing concentration, indicating the challenge of maintaining accuracy of the
methods for extremely high concentrated molecular films.

The effect of R6G concentration on the optimal fitting parameters of MLOM can be inferred
from Fig. 5 with the optimal values reported in Table 1 (see Appendix). The optimal oscillator
strengths (fj) as a function of R6G concentration are depicted (in log10 scale for better visualization)
in Fig. 5(a). From the figure, we can see that the oscillator strength of the vibronic shoulder (f2)
is lower than that of the molecular resonance (f1) for the lowest concentration. An increase in
R6G concentration causes a significant rise in f2 leading to a scenario where f2>f1 manifested as
a rise of the vibronic shoulder in the corresponding absorption profiles. In Fig. 5(b), one can see
that with increasing concentration, the peak positions (Ej) of both the molecular resonance (E1)
and its vibronic shoulder (E2) are shifting towards lower energy implying a spectral red shift in
the wavelength scale. The separation between the peaks is also increasing with the concentration.
At high concentration of dye molecules, the absorption bands experience spectral red shift due to
various intermolecular dipolar interactions (e.g. formation of aggregates) leading to a reduction
in the effective oscillation frequency of the molecular system (i.e. red shift in wavelength scale).
The increasing separation between the main and shoulder peaks due to rise in concentration
can be addressed with the help of quantum mechanics considering interactions between dye
molecules as repulsive energy eigenstates in a perturbative scenario. Hence, all the observed
trends are known spectroscopic features of dye molecules [14,24].
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An insight on the role of the adjustable broadening function (γ′j ) can be developed from
Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) where Fig. 5(c) depicts the evolution of the broadening parameters (γj and
αj) as a function of R6G concentration for the molecular resonance (γ1 and α1), while Fig. 5(d)
shows the same for the vibronic shoulder (γ2 and α2). From Fig. 5(c) it is clear that both γ1
and α1 are initially increased as the concentration increases from 0.2 mol/L to 0.6 mol/L, but
both drop unintuitively for the high concentrations (1.7 mol/L and 5.2 mol/L). On the other
hand, Fig. 5(d) shows that the broadening parameters of the vibronic shoulder (γ2 and α2) are
increasing with respect to the concentration validating its dominance at high concentrations. The
aforementioned trend could, however, be exaggerated by the fitting, but it is also challenging to
interpret spectroscopically since it requires further studies on the molecular aggregates formed at
high concentrations, which is outside the scope of this article.

The optimal αj values for both the molecular resonance (α1) and the vibronic shoulder (α2)
are higher than 0.4 for all R6G films (see Table 1 in Appendix) indicating that the spectral nature
of γ′j is neither a true Lorentzian (αj = 0) nor a pure Gaussian (αj ≈ 0.3) but an asymmetric
lineshape instead [19].

It is worth to mention here that our MLOM approach is preferable not only over the use of
convolution of different spectral functions (Gaussian/Voigt) which lacks analytically closed form
but also over the use of higher number of oscillators in the conventional LOM since earlier
studies have shown that the fit quality does not improve significantly with the increased number of
oscillators compared to the use of a frequency-dependent adjustable broadening function [19,25].

The optical constants of the R6G films evaluated from the optimal MLOM show a similar trend
to the one found for R6G molecules in solutions [43] and in dry solid film [44,45]. The dispersion
of the complex dielectric function (ϵ) and the complex refractive index (N) for the four R6G
films are reported in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively, while Fig. 8 reports the experimental optical
constants of a R6G film reproduced from existing literature [45] for a better visual comparison.
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From Figs. 6 and 7 we can clearly see that the imaginary parts of ϵ and N, i.e., ϵ2 and k, closely
follow the absorption profiles of the films - except in the highest concentration where they show
interesting profile with three peaks, which reveals that the exciton landscape is changing within
these concentrations. However, in all samples the values of ϵ2 and k are monotonically increasing
with increasing concentration, in accordance with the absorption. The real parts of ϵ and N, i.e.,
ϵ1 and n, show a similar trend in their values with respect to the concentration. In addition, the
difference between the magnitudes of n in the blue and red regions of the spectrum is increasing
with concentration. Similar nature is found in ϵ1 which becomes negative, implying metallic like
behavior [8,44], in the 460 nm - 500 nm region for the highest concentration sample as shown
in Fig. 6(d). The dispersion of both the real and the imaginary components of N and ϵ , over
the spectral region of interest, for all concentrations, show a similar qualitative nature to the
one reported in the existing literature [45] as shown in Fig. 8 and to the one found in dye-doped
excitonic films in general [8,25,44,46].

It is worth of noting that the exact values of the optical constants we report here for R6G cannot
be generalized for arbitrary R6G doped films since depending on the molecular concentration,
film thickness, type of the hosting polymer and any anisotropy in the film quality, the film
absorption and consequently, the extracted optical constants can drastically differ from our case.
Nevertheless, we have successfully demonstrated here a straightforward way to determine the
optical constants of dye doped isotropic excitonic thin films directly from their absorption spectra
without ellipsometry. Our method outperforms the conventional LOM in terms of fitting accuracy
and can be easily generalized to many other isotropic excitonic thin films. Our findings are
important in the context of designing photonic and optoelectronic devices based on organic
materials where modeling of local excitonic absorption bands of organic thin films is crucial.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we reported a method to evaluate the complex-dispersive retractive index and
dielectric function of isotropic organic thin films from their absorption spectra without ellipsometry.
We used a spectral fitting approach which contains a MLOM and an optimization algorithm to
minimize an objective function representing the degree of dissimilarity between the experimental
and the fitted curve. The MLOM differs from the conventional LOM by employing a frequency-
dependent adjustable broadening function in the damping rate term and hence, can fit any
inhomogeneous spectral broadening other than Lorentzian, Gaussian or Voigt profiles. Our
method was implemented via TMM to extract the optical constants of R6G:PVA films with
varying R6G concentration.

Our findings quantitatively showed that MLOM can outperform LOM in terms of fitting
accuracy, especially when the molecular concentration is very high. The effect of concentration
on the MLOM parameters was also analyzed, and it validated the corresponding spectral changes
in the experimental absorption. Our evaluated optical constants and their dispersion are in good
agreement with the qualitative trend found in other excitonic thin films. Our findings provide
a way to determine the optical constants of organic thin films and hence, to model their local
excitonic absorption bands which is crucial in designing excitonic and polaritonic devices for
organic nanophotonics.
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Appendix

Table 1. Initial guesses and physical constraints of the fitting parameters, as well as the final fitted
values, in MLOM and LOM (except αj ) for R6G films with different concentrations. Two-oscillator

model was employed in the fitting to implement the R6G absorption having a molecular resonance
at E1 = 2.30 eV (540 nm) and a vibronic shoulder at E2 = 2.46 eV (503 nm). Other parameters related

to corresponding resonant energy Ej , are oscillator strength fj , damping rate γj and adjustable
broadening parameter αj .

Conc. (mol/L) Parameters Initial guess Lower bound Upper bound Fitted value

0.20

f1 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.0320

f2 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.0129

γ1 (eV) 0.30 0.10 0.50 0.1497

γ2 (eV) 0.30 0.10 0.50 0.1633

E1 (eV) 2.30 2.25 2.35 2.2946

E2 (eV) 2.45 2.40 2.50 2.4468

α1 2.50 0.01 5.00 1.4171

α2 2.50 0.01 5.00 0.8727

0.60

f1 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.0439

f2 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.0486

γ1 (eV) 0.30 0.10 0.50 0.1590

γ2 (eV) 0.30 0.10 0.50 0.2129

E1 (eV) 2.26 2.24 2.28 2.2670

E2 (eV) 2.45 2.40 2.50 2.4419

α1 2.50 0.01 5.00 1.5246

α2 2.50 0.01 5.00 0.5771

1.70

f1 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.0554

f2 0.05 0.01 0.10 0.0824

γ1 (eV) 0.30 0.10 0.50 0.1586

γ2 (eV) 0.30 0.10 0.50 0.2548

E1 (eV) 2.24 2.20 2.28 2.2459

E2 (eV) 2.45 2.40 2.50 2.4252

α1 2.50 0.01 5.00 1.2550

α2 2.50 0.01 5.00 0.8362

5.20

f1 0.25 0.01 1.00 0.1216

f2 0.25 0.01 1.00 0.7330

γ1 (eV) 0.25 0.01 1.00 0.0565

γ2 (eV) 0.25 0.01 1.00 0.5807

E1 (eV) 2.20 2.00 2.40 2.1802

E2 (eV) 2.46 2.26 2.66 2.3931

α1 7.50 0.01 15.00 0.4954

α2 7.50 0.01 15.00 10.2070
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Fig. 9. Profilometer data for R6G:PVA film with target concentration 0.2 mol/L. The film
thickness was measured by creating a score on the film and was estimated as the height
difference (St height) between the right (R height) and left (L height) sides of the score edge.
Thickness was measured at three different spots (131.2 nm, 127.3 nm, and 119.2 nm) along
the score edge and the average value (125.9 nm, i.e., ∼ 125 nm) was considered in TMM
calculation.
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